
REMEMBER HUMAN, THAT YOU ARE LIGHT,

AND UNTO LIGHT YOU SHALL RETURN.
nature balances all accounts.  all debts are eventually paid.  we call these conservation laws.  
physicists say all of existence is an antimatter debt.  and that electric charge (and magnetic) is 
the manifestation of this debt.  the sum of negative values and positive values must equal zero.  
electromagnetism, light, is a state in which there is no debt owed, because it is continuously 
borrowing and repaying, without delay.  a state of coexistence of alternating electric charges 
and magnetic poles.  

in a way, i think, it is too bad religion developed before an understanding of light in quantum 
mechanics.  the entire human race could have achieved scientific spiritual understanding, never 
pitting religious camps against each other.  and in the same vein, i think, it is too bad we 
couldn't have reached understanding of light in a quantum mechanical framework, before 
classical physics and special and general relativity.

religion, classical physics, and both relativity theories, are destined for the scrap heap of history, 
to be replaced by a full understanding of light, in both its physical manifestations and its spiritual 
reality.  there will be no atheists or theists after this perception fully arrives on the planet earth 
scene.  there will be no atheists, as none will doubt.  there will be no theists, as none will need 
to believe anymore.  all will know.

all is light.  there are no particles.  none.  all is electric and magnetic charges, which are utterly 
nonphysical, pure cosmic thought and feeling.

there is a flaw in the description, not in the reality, of photons absorbed into electron orbitals.  
light is pure waves of electric and magnetic charge, in various patterns of interaction with itself.  
that is all.  there are no actual quantized photons as particles, except in the sense that a 
standing wave by nature, tied circularly to itself, like a guitar string tied on two ends, harmonizes 
its vibrations into whole numbers, digits.  the difference is that the two ends are tied to each 
other.

quantum mechanics is called quantum because 20th century physics discovered the whole 
number nature of quantities of light emitted and absorbed by atoms.  however, this 
quantumization is not inherent to light in its unbound, free state.

if you take a square cup to the beach, and scoop up some salt water from the ocean, does that 
mean water is square?  if you use a quart sized container to do the same, does that mean water 
only comes in quart sized clumps?  no, it means you needed a certain amount, or didn't have the 
means to carry more.  nature invented math in the sense that standing waves must sync with 
themselves or not continue standing.  thus whole numbers were invented by this intrinsic 



necessity.  but they don't truly exist fundamentally, they self-reinforce, just as math is self 
defined, not real.

light is pure electromagnetic waves.  it is digitized when in standing waves for obvious reasons.  
when free wave energy contributes to standing waves, it can take only a quantity which will 
resonate standing waves.  the electron orbitals and protons, which are not particles, but rather, 
standing electromagnetic wave energy, sip what they need to maintain resonance as standing 
waves of light.  and sip a certain amount.  physicists call these quantities photon particles.  but 
these pseudo particles are just bookkeeping entries in a physics ledger.  they are symbols.  the 
symbols are not the reality.

do you really want accountants building the 777 that you and your family fly on?  no, you want 
engineers and fabricators who must deal with the real world.  let the accountants make pencil 
marks in a ledger.  unless you want to try to survive a trip to Tokyo in a paper airplane.

the human race has been dealing with philosophical conundrums for thousands of years.  is 
everything made of tiny, solid billiard balls?  or did GOD do it all magically?  do particles exist?  
or just waves of spiritual water, or energy?

ironically, in the war between religion and science, wave and particle, the science side began 
winning all the battles, finally won the whole war, and promptly impaled itself on the battlefield.

there are no particles at all, just free and standing waves, called wave functions, to make it all 
sound mathy.  but mathy it is not, it is real.  and it is light, and that is all.

there is no wave function collapse, except in the sense that free waves of charge form standing 
waves of charge.

now back to the MAJOR flaw in interpreting electron standing waves of light around 
(hypothetical) nuclei of (hypothetically particulate) atoms.  they say a photon (hypothetical 
particle) of light is absorbed by the electron shell, and releases the excess light energy it doesn't 
need.  all well and good.  but where did the positive electrical charge of light go?  positrons?  
impossible, that would lead to antimatter annihilation of the atom.  the obvious answer is that 
the positive charge goes to the pseudo nucleus.  but it never gets severed from the light from 
which it came.  when a photon is absorbed by and atom, its positive charge side of the wave is 
stretched and focused inward toward an imaginary center, which oscillates its negative side 
outward.  there is no particulate nature to either the nucleus or the shells of the atom.  an atom 
is a standing wave of light, oscillating its positive electrical charge inward, and its negative 
electrical charge outward.  the nucleus and shells are one self-reinforcing, complex standing 
wave of light.  no particles, only charges having fun, or whatever.



REMEMBER HUMAN, THAT YOU ARE LIGHT,

AND UNTO LIGHT YOU SHALL RETURN.
there are no consonants in the language of heaven, a vast, infinite, eternal and growing, 
civilization living inside of light itself.  consonants are only useful for chopping up the language in 
light, stuffing our karma out of sight, down into the imaginary singularities of atomic nuclei, as 
confined positive charge.  those confined charges we circle around, eventually help us to un-
stand those standing waves of charge, those waves of change, to live within light as a cosmic 
holodeck, not made of anything but us, as beings, and the way we relate to the other beings 
there.  the landscape and weather there, itself, is made of nothing other, than the way we relate 
to the other beings there.  the roads we walk there are composed of little more, than 
emanations of the positive charge, we once focused out of sight, deep beneath our feet.  but 
now walk step by step, left then right, borrowing then paying, nevermore in debts of standing 
waves, but free to walk freely, arms waving the wind into currents of love, never violated by 
debt.

there's an old curse, still perpetrated on the young, for reasons i don't care to speculate.  i will 
only say this: it is a lie:

remember man, that you are dust, an unto dust, you shall return.

the curse, the lie, is to be replaced, by the blessing above.

the phantasy of the standard model of particles in physics, collected by smashing protons into 
distortions of the field of light, and imagining them to be real, attempts to perpetuate the curse 
above, the lie always retold in fancy, convincing new ways.  the strong and the weak 
interactions, or forces, are merely ways of desperately trying to deny, that another realm is 
arranging all of this for us, as children of light, to allow us to discover the truth for ourselves, 
that we have never been anything other, than children of the only light.

REMEMBER HUMAN, THAT YOU ARE LIGHT,

AND UNTO LIGHT YOU SHALL RETURN.


